Learning Log Home Learning CHALLENGES (Summer 2020)
Over a two week period, you are challenged to do one or more of the activities below as part of your home
learning. These activities are designed to allow you to share your creative side and learn collaboratively with
your siblings and family members. Please colour in the box when your chosen activity is completed.
Area
Challenge
I enjoy
Mrs Harvey would like to buy some new books for our library. Which books would make your
Reading
top ten and why?
I enjoy
Summer is just around the corner! Write a poem about Summer - this could be a limerick, a
Writing
haiku, a shape poem or a style of your own choice.
Design a building/ landscape of your choice using a range of 2D shapes. Make sure you list
I enjoy
the names of the shapes you have included and are accurate with your drawings. Are they
Maths
regular or irregular shapes or a mixture of both? How many different 2D shapes can you
include in your drawing?
I enjoy
Sketch or/and paint a spring flower in your garden or nearest park.
Art & Design
I enjoy
Research a famous Scientist and make a poster to teach other children about them and their
Science
achievements.
A ‘biome’ is a large area of Earth that has a certain climate and certain types of living thing.
These are some of the main biomes: rainforest, temperate deciduous forest, boreal or taiga
I enjoy
forest, grassland, savannah, desert, tundra, ice. Choose one biome (or more than one if you'd
Geography
like) and draw a picture of the sorts of living things (plants and animals) that you would
expect to find there. Make some notes about the climate and how plants and animals are
adapted to this particular biome.
Our early May Bank Holiday this year has changed date from a Monday to a Friday. This is to
I enjoy
celebrate the 75th anniversary of a significant historical event in Europe. Find out what this
History
anniversary is and present your research in an engaging manner.
Watch 'Secret of the Kells' and learn about the early Celtic in Ireland and about the Viking
invasions there. This excellent film is about the making of the early manuscript 'The Book of
I enjoy RE
Kells' and is an animated film suitable for junior age children. Follow this up by finding out all
about the making of medieval manuscripts.
Design and make a game to practise a topic of your choice. This could be a topic you have
I enjoy
learnt about in your Spanish lessons or something you are interested in. You can design any
Spanish
kind of game you like, but some suggestions are matching games, dominoes, board games,
snap. I'll look forward to playing them with you!
I enjoy
Create a book on Book Creator (the app is free) on a subject of your choosing.
Computing
The Guinness world record for the most star jumps in one minute is 61. Time yourself and
I enjoy
your family for one minute and see how many star jumps you can complete every day for a
PE
week. Then present your data in a table or line graph.
I enjoy
Find
out
how
music
sounded
in
historical
time. https://www.hamiltonMusic
trust.org.uk/topics/lower-key-stage-2-topics/stone-age-iron-age-britain/culture-and-art/.
What is your own Home Learning task you would like to complete? Record it below…
I enjoy…
Learning Logs are due in by:
Monday 4th May

Monday 22nd June

Monday 18th May

Monday 6th July

Tuesday 9th June

Monday 20th July

